SAILING SHIP BALCLUTHA

GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

BALCLUTHA as built, circa 1887, at San Francisco. Wilton, Photographer.

view unknown

Historical Photograph, National Maritime Museum catalog #36 40, 804n.
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Balclutha as Star of Alaska, departing
San Francisco Bay, April 1929.

View unknown
Historical Photograph, National Maritime Museum
Catalog # J7.90n
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Balclutha, as Star of Alaska, date unknown
Chignik Bay, Alaska
National Maritime Museum, San Francisco, photograph 65.20,678n
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GORDON GRANT AT THE WHEEL, STAR OF ALASKA
1925. NOTE SKYLIGHT.
VIEW UNKNOWN.

HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH, NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM
CATALOG #J9:4433 n.
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Balclutha as Pacific Queen at Sausalito, California
October 1952

View North

Historical Photograph, National Maritime Museum
Catalog # B1.40.451n
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Balclutha as Pacific Queen, in drydock during restoration, 1954-55
San Francisco Bay area, California
National Maritime Museum, San Francisco, photograph B4.35,640n
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figure all and ship’s pumps at main mast

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE Photograph by
Edward de St. Maurice, Jr.

view east
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forecastle, showing bunks and log windlass

National Park Service Photograph by
Edward de St. Maurice, Jr.

View South
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